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ABSTRACT
We present new ways to identify single and multiple moons around extrasolar planets using planetary transit timing variations (TTVs)
and transit duration variations (TDVs). For planets with one moon, measurements from successive transits exhibit a hitherto unde-
scribed pattern in the TTV-TDV diagram, originating from the stroboscopic sampling of the planet’s orbit around the planet–moon
barycenter. This pattern is fully determined and analytically predictable after three consecutive transits. The more measurements
become available, the more the TTV-TDV diagram approaches an ellipse. For planets with multi-moons in orbital mean motion reso-
nance (MMR), like the Galilean moon system, the pattern is much more complex and addressed numerically in this report. Exomoons
in MMR can also form closed, predictable TTV-TDV figures, as long as the drift of the moons’ pericenters is sufficiently slow. We
find that MMR exomoons produce loops in the TTV-TDV diagram and that the number of these loops is equal to the order of the
MMR, or the largest integer in the MMR ratio. We use a Bayesian model and Monte Carlo simulations to test the discoverability of
exomoons using TTV-TDV diagrams with current and near-future technology. In a blind test, two of us (BP, DA) successfully retrieved
a large moon from simulated TTV-TDV by co-authors MH and RH, which resembled data from a known Kepler planet candidate.
Single exomoons with a 10 % moon-to-planet mass ratio, like to Pluto-Charon binary, can be detectable in the archival data of the
Kepler primary mission. Multi-exomoon systems, however, require either larger telescopes or brighter target stars. Complementary
detection methods invoking a moon’s own photometric transit or its orbital sampling effect can be used for validation or falsification.
A combination of TESS, CHEOPS, and PLATO data would offer a compelling opportunity for an exomoon discovery around a bright
star.
Key words. eclipses – methods: numerical – planets and satellites: detection – planets and satellites: dynamical evolution and
stability – planets and satellites: terrestrial planets – techniques: photometric
1. Introduction
The search for moons around planets beyond the solar system
is entering a critical phase. The first dedicated exomoon sur-
veys have now been implemented using space-based highly ac-
curate Kepler photometry (Kipping et al. 2012; Szabó et al.
2013; Hippke 2015) and more will follow in the near future
using CHEOPS (Simon et al. 2015) and PLATO (Hippke &
Angerhausen 2015). An important outcome of the first exomoon
searches is that moons at least twice as massive as Ganymede,
the most massive local moon, are rare around super-Earths (Kip-
ping et al. 2015).
More than a dozen techniques have been proposed to search
for exomoons: (i.) transit timing variations (TTVs; Sartoretti &
Schneider 1999; Simon et al. 2007) and transit duration vari-
ations (TDVs; Kipping 2009a,b)of exoplanets; (ii.) the direct
photometric transit signature of exomoons (Sartoretti & Schnei-
der 1999; Brown et al. 2001; Szabó et al. 2006; Charbonneau
et al. 2006; Pont et al. 2007; Tusnski & Valio 2011; Kip-
ping 2011a); (iii.) microlensing (Han & Han 2002; Liebig &
Wambsganss 2010; Bennett et al. 2014); (iv.) mutual eclipses
of directly imaged, unresolved planet–moon binaries (Cabrera
& Schneider 2007); (v.) the wobble of the photometric center
of unresolved, directly imaged planet–moon systems (Cabrera
& Schneider 2007; Agol et al. 2015) (vi.) time-arrival analy-
ses of planet–moon systems around pulsars (Lewis et al. 2008);
(vii.) planet–moon mutual eclipses during stellar transits (Sato
& Asada 2009; Pál 2012); (viii.) the Rossiter-McLaughlin ef-
fect (Simon et al. 2010; Zhuang et al. 2012); (ix.) scatter peak
analyses (Simon et al. 2012) and the orbital sampling effect of
phase-folded light curves (Heller 2014; Heller et al. 2016); (x.)
modulated radio emission from giant planets with moons (Noy-
ola et al. 2014, 2016); (xi.) the photometric detection of moon-
induced plasma torii around exoplanets (Ben-Jaffel & Ballester
2014); (xii.) and several other spectral (Williams & Knacke
2004; Robinson 2011; Heller & Albrecht 2014) and photometric
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(Moskovitz et al. 2009; Peters & Turner 2013) analyses of the
infrared light in exoplanet-exomoon systems.1
None of these techniques has delivered a secure exomoon de-
tection as of today, which is partly because most of these meth-
ods are reserved for future observational technologies. Some
methods are applicable to the available data, for example, from
the Kepler primary mission, but they are extremely computer in-
tense (Kipping et al. 2012). We present a novel method to find
and characterize exomoons that can be used with current tech-
nologies and even the publicly available Kepler data. We identify
a new pattern in the TTV-TDV diagram of exoplanet-exomoon
systems that allows us to distinguish between single and mul-
tiple exomoons. Detection of multiple moons is naturally more
challenging than the detection of single exomoons owing to the
higher complexity of models that involve multiple moons (Heller
2014; Hippke & Angerhausen 2015; Kipping et al. 2015; Heller
et al. 2016; Noyola et al. 2016).
2. Patterns in the TTV-TDV diagram
An exoplanet transiting a star can show TTVs (Sartoretti &
Schneider 1999) and TDVs (Kipping 2009a,b) if accompanied
by a moon. Various ways exist to measure TTVs, for example,
with respect to the planet-moon barycenter or photocenter (Sz-
abó et al. 2006; Simon et al. 2007, 2015). We utilize the barycen-
tric TTV. On their own, TTVs and TDVs yield degenerate solu-
tions for the satellite mass (Ms) and the orbital semimajor axis of
the satellite around the planet (as). If both TTV and TDV can be
measured repeatedly, however, and sources other than moons be
excluded, then the Ms and as root mean square (RMS) values can
be estimated and the degeneracy be solved (Kipping 2009a,b).
This method, however, works only for planets (of mass Mp)
with a single moon. Moreover, observations will always under-
sample the orbit of the moon and Ps cannot be directly measured
(Kipping 2009a). This is because the orbital period of the planet
around the star (Pp) is & 9 times the orbital period of the satellite
around the planet (Ps) to ensure Hill stability. Strictly speaking,
it is the circumstellar orbital period of the planet–moon barycen-
ter (PB) that needs to be & 9 Ps, but for Ms/Mp → 0 we have
Pp → PB. Finally, a predictable pattern in TTV-TDV measure-
ments has not been published to date.
We present new means to determine (1) the remainder of the
division of the orbital periods of the moon and the planet for
one-moon systems; (2) the TTV and TDV of the planet during
the next transit for one-moon systems; and (3) the number of
moons in multiple moon systems.
Our approach makes use of the fact that TTVs and TDVs
are phase-shifted by π/2 radians, as first pointed out by Kipping
(2009a). In comparison to the work of Kipping, however, we fold
the TTV-TDV information into one diagram rather than treating
this information as separate functions of time.
2.1. Exoplanets with a single exomoon
Imagine a transiting exoplanet with a single moon. We let PB be
f = n + r times Ps, where n is an integer and 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 is the
remainder. In the Sun-Earth-Moon system, for example, we have
PB ≈ 365.25 d, Ps ≈ 27.3 d, and thus PB ≈ 13.39 Ps. Hence,
n = 13 and r ≈ 0.39.
We measure the transit timing and transit duration of the first
transit in a series of transit observations. These data do not de-
1 Naturally, these methods are not fully independent, and our enumer-
ation is somewhat arbitrary.
liver any TTV or TDV, because there is no reference value yet
to compare our measurements to yet. After the second transit,
we may obtain a TDV because the duration of the transit might
be different from the first transit. We are still not able to ob-
tain a TTV because determining the transit period requires two
consecutive transits to be observed. Only after the third transit
are we able to measure a variation of the transit period, i.e., our
first TTV (and our second TDV). While we observe more and
more transits, our average transit period and transit duration val-
ues change and converge to a value that is unknown a priori but
that could be calculated analytically for one-moon systems if the
system properties were known.
Figure 1 qualitatively shows such an evolution of a TTV-
TDV diagram. Different from the above-mentioned procedure,
measurements in each panel are arranged in a way to gradually
form the same figure as shown in panel (e), as if the average TTV
and TDV for Nobs = ∞ were known a priori. In each panel, Nobs
denotes the number of consecutive transit observations required
to present those hypothetical data points. In panels (b)-(d), the
first data point of the data series is indicated by a solid line. Gen-
erally, TTV and TDV amplitudes are very different from each
other, so the final figure of the TTV-TDV diagram in panel (e) is
an ellipse rather than a circle. However, if the figure is normal-
ized to those amplitudes and if the orbits are circular, then the
final figure is a circle as shown. The angle ρ corresponds to the
remainder of the planet-to-moon orbital period ratio, which can
be deduced via r = ρ/(2π). Knowledge of ρ or r makes it pos-
sible to predict the planet-moon orbital geometry during stellar
transits, which enables dedicated observations of the maximum
planet-moon apparent separation (at TTV maximum values) or
possible planet-moon mutual eclipses (at TDV maximum val-
ues). Yet, n remains unknown and it is not possible to determine
how many orbits the moon has completed around the planet dur-
ing one circumstellar orbit of their common barycenter. As an
aside, ρ cannot be used to determine the sense of orbital motion
of the planet or moon (Lewis & Fujii 2014; Heller & Albrecht
2014).
If the moon’s orbit is in an n : 1 orbital mean motion reso-
nance (MMR) with the circumstellar orbit, then the moon always
appears at the same position relative to the planet during subse-
quent transits. Hence, if ρ = 0 = r, there is effectively no TTV or
TDV and the moon remains undiscovered. In an (n+ 12 ) : 1 MMR,
we obtain r = 12 and subsequent measurements in the TTV-TDV
diagram jump between two points. Again, the full TTV-TDV fig-
ure is not sampled and the moon cannot be characterized. In gen-
eral, in an (n+ 1
x
) : 1 MMR, the diagram jumps between x points
and r = 1
x
.
Orbital eccentricities of the satellite (es) complicate this pic-
ture. Figure 2 shows the TTV-TDV diagram for a planet–moon
system akin to the Earth-Moon binary around a Sun-like star.
The only difference that we introduced is an es value of 0.25.
The resulting shape of the TTV-TDV can be described as an
egg-shaped ellipsoid with only one symmetry axis that cannot
be transformed into an ellipse by linear scaling of the axis. The
orientation of that figure depends on the orientation of the peri-
astron of the planet–moon system.
2.2. Exoplanets with multiple exomoons
For single moons on circular orbits, the TTV-TDV diagram can
be calculated analytically if the TTV and TDV amplitudes are
known (Sartoretti & Schneider 1999; Kipping 2009a,b). For sys-
tems with more than N = 2 bodies, however, analytical solutions
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do not exist. Hence, for systems with more than one moon (and
one planet), we resort to numerical simulations.
2.2.1. From N-body simulations to TTVs and TDVs
In the following, we generate TTV-TDV diagrams of exoplanet-
exomoons systems using a self-made, standard N-body integra-
tor that calculates the Newtonian gravitational accelerations act-
ing on N point masses.
The average orbital speeds of the major solar system moons
are well known.2 The initial planetary velocities in our simula-
tions, however, are unknown and need to be calculated. We take
vB = 0 as the velocity of the planet–moon barycenter, assuming
that the system is unperturbed by other planets or by the star.
This is a reasonable assumption for planets at about 1 au from
a Sun-like star and without a nearby giant planet. In the Earth-
Moon system, for reference, perturbations from mostly Venus
and Jupiter impose a forced eccentricity of just 0.0549 ( ´Cuk
2007), which is undetectable for exomoon systems in the fore-
seeable future. We let the total mass of the planet–moon system,
or the mass of its barycenter, be mB. With index p referring to
the planet, and indices s1, s2, etc. referring to the satellites, we
have
vB =
vpmp + vs1ms1 + vs2ms2 + . . .
mB
= 0
⇔ vp = −vs1ms1 − vs2ms2 − . . .
mp
(1)
Our simulations run in fixed time steps. We find that 103
steps per orbit are sufficient to keep errors in TTV and TDV
below 0.1 s in almost all cases. In cases with very small moon-
to-planet mass ratios, we used 104 steps to obtain < 0.1 s er-
rors. A TTV/TDV error of 0.1 s would generally be considered
to be too large for studies dedicated to the long-term orbital evo-
lution and stability of multiplanet systems. For our purpose of
simulating merely a single orbit to generate the corresponding
TTV-TDV diagram, however, this error is sufficient because the
resulting errors in TTV and TDV are smaller than the linewidth
in our plots. The processing runtime for 104 steps in a five-moon
system is < 1 s on a standard, commercial laptop computer. Our
computer code, used to generate all of the following TTV-TDV
figures, is publicly available with examples under an open source
license.3
Under the assumption that the orbits of the planet–moon
barycenter around the star and of the planet with moons around
their local barycenter are coplanar, TTVs depend solely on the
variation of the sky-projected position of the planet relative to
the barycenter. On the other hand, TDVs depend solely on the
variation of the orbital velocity component of the planet that is
tangential to the line of sight.4 For a given semimajor axis of
the planet–moon barycenter (aB) and PB around the star, we first
compute the orbital velocity of the planet on a circular circum-
stellar orbit. We then take the stellar radius (R⋆) and convert vari-
ations in the relative barycentric position of the planet into TTVs
and variations in its orbital velocity into TDVs. Each of these
≈ 103 orbital configurations corresponds to one stellar transit
2 http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/joviansatfact.html
3 https://github.com/hippke/TTV-TDV-exomoons
4 In case of nonaligned orbits, the planet shows an additional TDV
component (Kipping 2009b).
of the planet–moon system. It is assumed that the planet–moon
system transits across the stellar diameter, that is, with a transit
impact parameter of zero, but our general conclusions would not
be affected if this condition were lifted. In the Sun–Earth–Moon
system, for example, Earth’s maximum tangential displacement
of 4 763 km from the Earth–Moon barycenter corresponds to a
TTV of 159 s compared to a transit duration of about 13 hr. As
we are interested in individual, consecutive TTV and TDV mea-
surements, we use amplitudes rather than RMS values.
Our assumption of coplanar orbits is mainly for visualiza-
tion purposes, but more complex configurations with inclined or-
bits should be revisited in future studies to investigate the effects
of variations in the planetary transit impact parameter (Kipping
2009b) and the like. For this study, coplanar cases can be jus-
tified by the rareness of high moon inclinations (is) in the solar
system; among the 16 largest solar system moons, only four have
inclinations > 1◦; Moon (5.5◦), Iapetus (17◦), Charon (120◦),
and Triton (130◦).
2.2.2. TTV-TDV diagrams of exoplanets with multiple
exomoons in MMR
In Fig. 3, we show the dynamics of a two-moon system around
a Jupiter-like planet, where the moons are analogs of Io and Eu-
ropa. The left panel shows the actual orbital setup in our N-body
code, the right panel shows the outcome of the planetary TTV-
TDV curve over one orbit of the outermost moon in a Europa-
wide orbit. Numbers along this track refer to the orbital phase
of the outer moon in units of percent, with 100 corresponding
to a full orbit. In the example shown, both moons start in a con-
junction that is perpendicular and “to the left” with respect to
the line of sight of the observer (left panel), thereby causing a
maximum barycentric displacement of the planet “to the right”
from the perspective of the observer. Hence, if the planet were to
transit the star in this initial configuration of our setup, its transit
would occur too early with respect to the average transit period
and with a most negative TTV (phase 0 in Fig. 3).
As an analytical check, we calculate the orbital phases of the
outer moon at which the planetary motion reverses. The plan-
etary deflection due to the Io-like moon is of functional form
fI(t) ∝ −kI cos(nIt), where nI is the orbital mean motion of Io, kI
is the amplitude of the planetary reflex motion due to the moon,
and t is time. The planetary displacement due to the Europa-like
moon is fE(t) ∝ −kE cos(nEt), where nE is the orbital mean
motion of Europa and kE is the amplitude. The total planetary
displacement then is ftot(t) ∝ fI(t) + fE(t) and the extrema can
be found, where
0 != ddt ftot(t) , (2)
that is, where the planetary tangential motion reverses and the
planet “swings back”. We replace nI with 2nE and kI with kE
(since kI = 1.17 kE) and find that Eq. (2) is roughly equivalent to
0 != 2 sin(2nEt) + sin(nEt) , (3)
which is true at nEt = 0, 1.824, π, 4.459, 2π, 8.1 etc., corre-
sponding to orbital phases nEt/(2π) = 0 %, 29 %, 50 %, 71 %,
100 %, 129 %. These values agree with the numerically derived
values at the maximum displacements (Fig. 3, right panel) and
they are independent of the spatial dimensions of the system.
Next, we explore different orbital period ratios in two-moon
MMR systems. In Fig. 4, we show the TTV-TDV diagrams for
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a Jupiter-like planet (5.2 au from a Sun-like star) with an Io-like
plus a Europa-like moon, but in a 3:1 MMR (top panel) and a
4:1 MMR (bottom panel). Intriguingly, we find that the order of
the MMR, or the largest integer in the MMR ratio, determines
the number of loops in the diagram. Physically speaking, a loop
describes the reverse motion of the planet due to the reversal of
one of its moons. This behavior is observed in all our numerical
simulations of MMRs of up to five moons (see Appendix A).
The sizes of any of these loops depends on the moon-to-
planet mass ratios and on the semimajor axes of the moons. This
dependency is illustrated in Fig. 5, where we varied the masses
of the moons. In the upper (lower) panels, a 2:1 (4:1) MMR is
assumed. In the left panels, the mass of the outer moon (Ms2)
is fixed at the mass of Ganymede (MGan), while the mass of the
inner moon (Ms1) is successively increased from 1 MGan (black
solid line) over 2 MGan (blue dotted line) to 3 MGan (red dashed
line). In the right panels, the mass of the inner moon is fixed at
1 MGan, while the mass of the outer moon is varied accordingly.
As an important observation of these simulations, we find that
massive outer moons can make the loops extremely small and
essentially undetectable.
2.2.3. Evolution of TTV-TDV diagrams in multiple moon
systems
Orbital MMRs can involve librations of the point of conjunction
as well as drifts of the pericenters of the moons. In fact, the peri-
joves (closest approaches to Jupiter) in the Io-Europa 2:1 MMR
shows a drift of about 0◦.7 day−1. Hence, the MMR is only valid
in a coordinate system that rotates with a rate equal to the drift of
the pericenters of the respective system. The libration amplitude
of the pericenters on top of this drift has been determined obser-
vationally to be 0◦.0247± 0◦.0075 (de Sitter 1928). For multiple
exomoon systems, these effects would smear the TTV-TDV fig-
ures obtained with our simulations, if the drift is significant on
the timescale on which the measurements are taken.
If the moons are not in a MMR in the first place, then there is
an additional smearing effect of the TTV-TDV figures because of
the different loci and velocities of all bodies after one revolution
of the outermost moon. We explore this effect using an arbitrary
example, in which we add a second moon to the Earth-Moon
system. We choose an arbitrary semimajor axis (50 % lunar) and
mass (0.475% lunar), and reduced the Moon’s mass to 70 % lu-
nar. The upper panel in Fig. 6 shows the TTV-TDV diagram af-
ter a single orbit of the outermost moon. As this system does not
include a low-integer MMR, the TTV-TDV figure is very com-
plex, involving an hourglass shape main figure with two minute
loops around the origin (Fig. 6, center panel). As expected, the
resulting TTV-TDV diagram after multiple moon orbits exhibits
a smearing effect (Fig. 6, bottom panel). In this particular ex-
ample system, the overall shape of the TTV-TDV figure actually
remains intact, but much more substantial smearing may occur
in other systems.
3. Blind retrieval of single and multiple moon
systems
Next, we want to know whether the above-mentioned TTV-TDV
patterns can actually be detected in a realistic dataset. Above all,
observations only deliver a limited amount of TTV-TDV mea-
surements per candidate system and white noise and read noise
introduce uncertainties. To which extent does real TTV-TDV
data enable the detection of exomoons, and permit us to discern
single from multiple exomoon systems?
A χ2 test can determine the best-fitting model if the model
parameters are known. In a realistic dataset, however, the number
of parameters is generally unknown since the number of moons
is unknown. Hence, we performed a Bayesian test, in which two
of us (MH, RH) prepared datasets that were then passed to the
other coauthors (BP, DA) for analyses. The preparation team
kept the number of moons in the data secret but constrained it
to be either 0, 1, or 2. It was agreed that any moons would be
in circular, prograde, and stable orbits, that is, beyond the Roche
radius but within 0.5 RH (Domingos et al. 2006). Our code al-
low us to simulate and retrieve eccentric moons as well, but for
demonstration purpose we restrict ourselves to circular orbits in
this study. Yet, eccentric and inclined orbits would need to be
considered in a dedicated exomoon survey.
3.1. Parameterization of the planetary system
We chose to use an example loosely based on KOI-868, a sys-
tem searched for exomoons by Kipping et al. (2015). We kept
Pp = 236 d, M⋆ = 0.55 ± 0.07 M⊙, and R⋆ = 0.53 ± 0.07 R⊙,
and the measured timing errors of ∼ 1.5 min per data point. A
preliminary analysis suggested that a Moon-like moon could not
possibly be detected about KOI-868 b with our approach as the
TTV-TDV signals of the 0.32 MJup planet would be too small.
Hence, we assumed an Earth-mass planet (Mp = 1 M⊕ ± 0.34).
The mass uncertainty of the planet is based on realistic uncer-
tainties from Earth-sized planets, for example, Kepler-20 f (Gau-
tier et al. 2012) and requires radial velocity measurements of
better than 1m s−1 (Fressin et al. 2012). Our hypothesized planet
would have a much smaller radius than KOI-868 b, potentially
resulting in less accurate timing measurements than we assumed.
This neglect of an additional source of noise is still reasonable,
since there is a range of small Kepler planets with very precise
timing measurements, for example, Kepler-80 d with a radius of
Rp = 1.7 ± 0.2 R⊕ and timing uncertainties ∼ 1 min (Rowe et al.
2014). To produce consistent TTV-TDV simulations, we adjust
the transit duration to 0.3 d.
3.2. Parameterization of the one-moon system
In our first example, we assumed a heavy moon (0.1 M⊕) in a
stable, circular Moon-wide orbit (as = 3.84 × 105 km or 34 %
the Hill radius of this planet, RH). This high a mass yields a
moon-to-planet mass ratio that is still slightly smaller than that
of the Pluto-Charon system. Its sidereal period is 26.2 d, slightly
shorter than the 27.3 d period of the Moon. The resulting TTV
and TDV amplitudes are 23.1 min and ±1.6 min, respectively. A
total of seven data points were simulated, which is consistent
with the number of measurements accessible in the four years of
Kepler primary observations. The data were simulated using our
N-body integrator, then stroboscopically spread over the TTV-
TDV diagram (see Sect. 2.1) and randomly moved in the TTV-
TDV plane assuming Gaussian noise. The retrieval team treated
M⋆, R⋆, Mp, and aB as fixed and only propagated the errors of
R⋆ and Mp, which is reasonable for a system that has been char-
acterized spectroscopically.
3.3. Parameterization of the two-moon system
Our preliminary simulations showed that multiple exomoon re-
trieval based on Kepler-style data quality only works in extreme
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cases with moons much larger than those known from the so-
lar system or predicted by moon formation theories. Hence, we
assumed an up-scaled space telescope with a theoretical instru-
ment achieving ten times the photon count rate of Kepler, cor-
responding to a mirror diameter of ≈ 3.3 m (other things being
equal); this is larger than the Hubble Space Telescope (2.5 m),
but smaller than the James Webb Space telescope (6.5 m). Ne-
glecting other noise sources such as stellar jitter, our hypothet-
ical telescope reaches ten times higher cadence than Kepler at
the same noise level. We also found that seven data points do
not sample the TTV-TDV figure of the planet sufficiently to re-
veal the second moon. Rather more than thrice this amount is
necessary. We thus simulated 25 data points, corresponding to
15 years of observations. This setup is beyond the technological
capacities that will be available within the next decade or so, and
our investigations of two-moon systems are meant to yield in-
sights into the principal methodology of multiple moon retrieval
using TTV-TDV diagrams.
Our N-body simulations suggested that the second moon
cannot occupy a stable, inner orbit if the more massive, outer
moon has a mass & 0.01 Mp, partly owing to the fact that both
moons must orbit within 0.5 RH. We neglect exotic stable config-
urations such as the Klemperer rosette (Klemperer 1962) as they
are very sensitive to perturbations. Instead, we chose masses of
0.02 M⊕ for the inner moon and 0.01 M⊕ for the outer moon,
which is about the mass of the Moon. We set the semimajor axis
of the outer moon (as2) to 1.92 × 105 km, half the value of the
Earth’s moon. The inner moon was placed in a 1:2 MMR with
a semimajor axis (as1) of 1.2 × 105 km. The masses of the inner
and outer satellites are referred to as Ms1 and Ms2, respectively.
3.4. Bayesian model selection and likelihood
In order to robustly select the model that best describes the given
data, we employ Bayesian model selection (Sivia & Skilling
2006; Knuth et al. 2015), which relies on the ability to compute
the Bayesian evidence
Z =
∫
θ
π(θ) × L(θ)dθ. (4)
Here, π(θ) represents the prior probabilities for model parame-
ters θ and quantifies any knowledge of a system prior to analyz-
ing data. L(θ) represents the likelihood function, which depends
on the sum of the square differences between the recorded data
and the forward model.
The evidence is an ideal measure of comparison between
competing models as it is a marginalization over all model pa-
rameters. As such, it naturally weighs the favorability of a model
to describe the data against the volume of the parameter space of
that model and thus aims to avoid the overfitting of data. It can
be shown that the ratio of the posterior probabilities for two com-
peting models with equal prior probabilities is equal to the ratio
of the Bayesian evidence for each model. Therefore the model
with the largest evidence value is considered to be more favor-
able to explain the data (Knuth et al. 2015).
We utilize the MultiNest algorithm (Feroz & Hobson 2008;
Feroz et al. 2009, 2011, 2013) to compute log-evidences used in
the model selection process, and posterior samples used for ob-
taining summary statistics for all model parameters. MultiNest
is a variant on the Nested Sampling algorithm (Skilling 2006)
and is efficient for sampling within many dimensional spaces
that may or may not contain degeneracies. Nested sampling al-
gorithms are becoming increasingly useful in exoplanet science,
Table 1. Normalized Bayesian evidence for our simulated datasets as
per Eq. (6).
no. of moons in model 1-moon dataset 2-moon dataset
0 0 % 0 %
1 57.2 % 0.00004 %
2 42.8 % 99.99996 %
Table 2. Specification and blind-fitting results for the one-moon system.
Parameter True Fitted
Ms1 0.1 M⊕ 0.12 ± 0.03 M⊕
as1 384, 399 km 413, 600± 88, 450 km
Table 3. Specification and blind-fitting results for the two-moon system.
Parameter True Fitted
Ms1 0.02 M⊕ 0.021 M⊕ ± 0.002 M⊕
Ms2 0.01 M⊕ 0.0097 M⊕ ± 0.0012 M⊕
as1 120, 000 km 131, 000± 16, 560 km
as2 192, 000 km 183, 000± 11, 000 km
e.g. for the analysis of transit photometry (Kipping et al. 2012;
Placek et al. 2014, 2015) or for the retrieval of exoplanetary at-
mospheres from transit spectroscopy (Benneke & Seager 2013;
Waldmann et al. 2015).
As inputs, MultiNest requires prior probabilities for all
model parameters as well as the log-likelihood function. Priors
for all model parameters were chosen to be uniform between rea-
sonable ranges. For the single moon case, we explored a range of
possible moon masses and semimajor axes with 0 ≥ Ms ≥ 0.2 M⊕
and 104 km ≥ as ≥ 5.5 × 105 km. The lower and upper limits for
as correspond to the Roche lobe and to 0.5 RH, respectively. For
the two-moon scenario, the prior probabilities for the orbital dis-
tances were kept the same but the moon masses were taken to
range within 0 ≥ Ms ≥ 0.03 M⊕. The upper mass limit has been
determined by an N-body stability analysis.
Since both TDV and TTV signals must be fit simultaneously,
a nearest neighbor approach was adopted for the log-likelihood
function. For each data point, the nearest neighbor model point
was selected, and the log-likelihood computed for that pair. This
approach neglects the temporal information contained in the
TTV-TDV measurements or, in our case, simulations. A fit of
the data in the TTV-TDV plane is similar to a phase-folding tech-
nique as frequently used in radial velocity or transit searches for
exoplanets. A fully comprehensive data fit would test all the pos-
sible numbers of moon orbits during each circumstellar orbit (n,
see Sect. 2.1), which would dramatically increase the CPU de-
mands. Assuming Gaussian noise for both TTV and TDV sig-
nals, the form of the log-likelihood was taken to be
log L = − 1
2σ2TTV
N∑
i=1
(MTTV,i −DTTV,i)2
− 1
2σ2TDV
N∑
i=1
(MTDV,i −DTDV,i)2 (5)
whereMTTV,i and MTDV,i are the TTV and TDV coordinates of
the nearest model points to the ith data points,DTTV,i andDTDV,i,
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N is the number of data points, and σ2 is the signal variance.
Ultimately, we normalize the evidence for the ith model as per
(normalized evidence)i = ZiZ1 + Z2 + Z3 (6)
to estimate the probability that a model correctly describes the
data. The left-hand side of Eq. (6) would change if we were to
investigate models with more than two moons.
4. Results
4.1. Blind retrieval of multiple exomoons
The results of our log-evidence calculations for the blind exo-
moon retrieval are shwon in Table 1. In the case where a one-
moon system had been prepared for retrieval, the Bayesian log-
evidences are log Z0 = −463.44±0.02, log Z1 = −2.98±0.10, and
log Z2 = −3.27 ± 0.15, indicating a slight preference of the one-
moon model over both the two-moon and the zero-moon cases.
The best fits to the data are shown in Fig. 7. While the difference
in log-evidence between the one- and two-moon models is small,
our retrieval shows that an interpretation with moon, be it a one-
or a multiple system, is strongly favored over the planet-only hy-
pothesis. A moon with zero mass is excluded at high confidence.
In the two-moon case, the log-evidences for the zero-, one-,
and two-moon models are log Z0 = −1894.49 ± 0.02, log Z1 =
−43.96± 0.37, and log Z2 = −29.29± 0.47, respectively. The fits
to the data are shwon in Fig. 8. In this case, the two-moon model
is highly favored over both the zero- and one-moon models.
Once the most likely number of moons in the system has
been determined, we were interested in the parameter estimates
for the moons. For the one-moon case, our estimates are listed
in Table 2. The one-moon model, which has the highest log-
evidence, predicts Ms1 = 0.12 ± 0.03 M⊕ and as1 = 413, 600 ±
88, 450 km. The relatively large uncertainties indicate an M1s–
as1 degeneracy. Figure 9 shows the log-likelihood contours of
the one-moon model applied to this dataset. Indeed, the curved
probability plateau in the lower right corner of the plot suggests a
degeneracy between the moon mass and orbital distance, which
may be exacerbated by the small amplitude of the TDV signal.
The estimates for the two-moon case are shown in Table 3.
The favored model in terms of log-evidence is indeed the two-
moon model, predicting Ms1 = 0.021 ± 0.002 M⊕ and as1 =
131, 000 ± 16, 560 km. The outer moon is predicted to have
Ms2 = 0.0097 ± 0.0012 M⊕ and as2 = 183, 000 ± 11, 000 km.
Hence, both pairs of parameters are in good agreement with the
true values. The log-likelihood landscape is plotted in Fig. 10.
The landscape referring to the inner moon (left panel) shows a
peak around the true value (Ms1, as1) = (0.02 M⊕, 120, 000 km)
rather than the above-mentioned plateau in the one-moon case,
implying that the parameters of the inner moon are well con-
strained. The mass of the outer moon is tightly constrained as
well, but as2 has large uncertainties visualized by the high-log-
likelihood ridge in the right panel.
5. Discussion
Our exomoon search algorithm uses an N-body simulator to gen-
erate TTV-TDV diagrams based on as, Rs, and optionally es and
is). In search of one-moon systems, however, analytic solutions
exist. In particular, the TTV-TDV ellipse of planets hosting one
exomoon in a circular orbit can be analytically calculated using
the TTV and TDV amplitudes via Eqs. (3) in Kipping (2009a)
and (C7) in Kipping (2009b) and multiplying those RMS values
by a factor
√
2. This would dramatically decrease the computa-
tion times, but computing times are short for our limited param-
eter range in this example study anyway.
TTVs can also be caused by additional planets (Agol
et al. 2005), but the additional presence or absence of TDVs
puts strong constraints on the planet versus moon hypothesis
(Nesvorný et al. 2012). Planet-induced TDVs have only been
seen as a result of an apsidal precession of eccentric planets
caused by perturbations from another planet and in circumbi-
nary planets (Doyle et al. 2011). Moreover, an outer planetary
perturber causes TTV on a timescale that is longer than the or-
bital period of the planet under consideration (thereby causing
sine-like TTV signals), whereas perturbations from a moon act
on a timescale much shorter than the orbital period of the planet
(thereby causing noise-like signals).
An important limitation of our method is in the knowledge
of Mp, which is often poorly constrained for transiting planets. It
can be measured using TTVs caused by other planets, but a TTV-
TDV search aiming at exomoons would try to avoid TTV signals
from other planets. Alternatively, stellar radial velocity measure-
ments can reveal the total mass of the planet–moon system. If
the moon(s) were sufficiently lightweight it would be possible
to approximate the mass of the planet with the mass of the sys-
tem. Joint mass-radius measurements have now been obtained
for several hundred exoplanets. If the mass of the planet remains
unknown, then TTV-TDV diagrams can only give an estimate of
Ms/Mp in one-moon systems. As an additional caveat, exomoon
searches might need to consider the drift of the pericenters of
the moons (Sect. 2.2.3). This would involve two more parame-
ters beyond those used in our procedure: the initial orientation
of the arguments of periapses and the drift rate. This might even
result in longterm transit shape variations for sufficiently large
moons on eccentric and/or inclined orbits. Finally, another im-
portant constraint on the applicability of our method is the im-
plicit assumption that the transit duration is substantially shorter
than the orbital period of the moon. For an analytical description
see constraints α3) (regarding TTV) and α7) (regarding TDV) in
Kipping (2011b).
TTV and TDV effects in the planetary transits of a star–
planet–moon(s) system are caused by Newtonian dynamics. This
dynamical origin enables measurements of the satellite masses
and semimajor axes but not of their physical radii. The latter
can be obtained from the direct photometric transit signature of
the moons. In these cases, the satellite densities can be derived.
Direct moon transits could potentially be observed in individ-
ual planet-moon transits or in phase-folded transit light curves.
A combination of TTV-TDV diagrams with any of these tech-
niques thus offers the possibility of deriving density estimates
for exomoons. TTV-TDV diagrams and the orbital sampling ef-
fect are sensitive to multiple moon systems, so they would be a
natural combination for multiple moon candidate systems.
We also point out an exciting, though extremely challenging,
opportunity of studying exomoons on timescales shorter than the
orbital period of a moon around a planet. From Earth, it is only
possible to measure the angle ρ (or the numerical remainder r of
PB/Ps) in the TTV-TDV diagram (see Fig. 1). However, Katja
Poppenhäger (private communication 2015) pointed out that a
second telescope at a sufficiently different angle could observe
transits of a given planet-moon system at different orbital phases
of the moon. Hence, the orbit of the moon could be sampled
on timescales smaller than Ps. Then n could be determined, en-
abling a complete measurement of ρ, Ps, and n.
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Beyond the star–planet–moon systems investigated in this
paper, our concept is applicable to eclipsing binary stars with
planets in satellite-type (S-type) orbits (Rabl & Dvorak 1988).
Here, the TTV-TDV diagram of the exoplanet host star would
provide evidence of the planetary system around it.
6. Conclusions
We identify new predictable features in the TTVs and TDVs of
exoplanets with moons. First, in exoplanet systems with a sin-
gle moon on a circular orbit, the remainder of the planet–moon
orbital period (0 ≤ r ≤ 1) appears as a constant angle (ρ) in
the TTV-TDV diagram between consecutive transits. The pre-
dictability of ρ determines the relative position of the moon to
the planet during transits. This is helpful for targeted transit ob-
servations of the system to measure the largest possible planet-
moon deflections (at maximum TTV values) or observe planet-
moon eclipses (at maximum TDV values).
Second, exoplanets with multiple moons in an orbital MMR
exhibit loops in their TTV-TDV diagrams. These loops corre-
spond the reversal of the tangential motion of the planet during
its orbital motion in the planet–moon system. We find that the
largest integer in the MMR of an exomoon system determines
the number of loops in the corresponding TTV-TDV diagram,
for example, five loops in a 5:3 MMR. The lowest number is
equal to the number of orbits that need to be completed by the
outermost moon to produce a closed TTV-TDV figure, for exam-
ple, three in a 5:3 MMR.
Planetary TTV-TDV figures caused by exomoons are cre-
ated by dynamical effects. As such, they are methodologically
independent from purely photometric methods such as the di-
rect transit signature of moons in individual transits or in phase-
folded light curves. Our novel approach can thus be used to inde-
pendently confirm exomoon candidates detected by their own di-
rect transits, by planet–moon mutual eclipses during stellar tran-
sits, the scatter peak method, or the orbital sampling effect.
We performed blind retrievals of two hypothetical exomoon
systems from simulated planetary TTV-TDV. We find that an
Earth-sized planet with a large moon (10 % of the planetary
mass, akin to the Pluto-Charon system) around an M dwarf star
exhibits TTVs/TDVs that could be detectable in the four years
of archival data from the Kepler primary mission. The odds
of detecting exomoon-induced planetary TTVs and TDVs with
PLATO are comparable. PLATO will observe about ten times as
many stars as Kepler in total and its targets will be significantly
brighter (4 ≤mV ≤ 11). The resulting gain in signal-to-noise over
Kepler might, however, be compensated by PLATO’s shorter ob-
servations of its two long-monitoring fields (two to three years
compared to four years of the Kepler primary mission; Rauer
et al. 2014). Our blind retrieval of a multiple moon test sys-
tem shows that the TTV-TDV diagram method works in prin-
ciple, from a technical perspective. In reality, however, multiple
moons are much harder to detect, requiring transit observations
over several years by a space-based photometer with a collecting
area slightly larger than that of the Hubble Space Telescope.
As modern space-based exoplanet missions have duty cy-
cles of a few years at most, exomoon detections via planetary
TTVs and TDVs will be most promising if data from different
facilities can be combined into long-term datasets. Follow-up
observations of planets detected with the Kepler primary mis-
sion might be attractive for the short term with four years of
data being readily available. However, Kepler stars are usually
faint. Long-term datasets should be obtained for exoplanets tran-
siting bright stars to maximize the odds of an exomoon detec-
tion. A compelling opportunity will be a combination of TESS,
CHEOPS, and PLATO data. TESS (mid-2017 to mid-2019) will
be an all-sky survey focusing on exoplanets transiting bright
stars. CHEOPS (late 2017 to mid-2021) will observe stars known
to host planets or planet candidates. Twenty percent of its sci-
ence observation time will be available for open-time science
programs, thereby offering a unique bridge between TESS and
PLATO (2024 to 2030). The key challenge will be in the precise
synchronization of those datasets over decades while the timing
effects occur on a timescale of minutes.
Note added in proof. After acceptance of this paper, the au-
thors learned that Montalto et al. (2012) used a TTV-TDV di-
agram to search for exomoons around WASP-3b. Awiphan &
Kerins (2013) studied the correlation between the squares of the
TTV and the TDV amplitudes of exoplanets with one moon.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of a TTV-TDV diagram of an exoplanet with 1 moon.
TTV and TDV amplitudes are normalized to yield a circular figure.
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Fig. 2. TTV-TDV diagram for the Earth-Moon system transiting the
Sun, but with the orbital eccentricity of the Moon increased to 0.25.
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Fig. 3. Jupiter-Io-Europa system in a 2:1 MMR. Numbers denote the percental orbital phase of the outer moon, Europa. Left: Top-down perspective
on our two-dimensional N-body simulation. The senses of orbital motion of the moons are indicated with curved arrows along their orbits. Right:
TDV-TTV diagram for the same system. The progression of the numerical TTV-TDV measurements is clockwise.
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Fig. 4. TTV-TDV diagrams for a Jupiter-like planet with 2 moons akin
to Io and Europa, but in different MMRs. A 2:1 MMR (top) produces 2
ellipses, a 3:1 MMR (center) 3, and a 4:1 MMR (bottom) 4.
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Fig. 5. TTV-TDV diagrams of a Jupiter-like planet with 2 moons. Top panels assume a 2:1 MMR akin to the Io-Europa resonance; bottom panels
assume a 4:1 MMR akin to the Io-Ganymede resonance. Models represented by black solid lines assume that both moons are as massive as
Ganymede. In the left panels, blue dotted lines assume the inner moon is twice as massive (Ms1 = 2 Ms2 = 2 MGan), and red dashed lines assume
the inner moon is thrice as massive. In the right panels, blue assumes the outer moon is twice as massive (Ms2 = 2 Ms1) and red assumes the outer
moon is thrice as massive. The inner loop becomes invisibly small for low Ms1/Ms2 ratios in the top right panel.
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Fig. 6. Top: TTV-TDV diagram the Earth-Moon-like system involving
a second satellite at half the distance of the Moon to Earth with 70 % of
the lunar mass. Center: Zoom into the center region showing the turning
points. Bottom: After sampling 10 orbits, a smearing effect becomes
visible as the 2 moons are not in a MMR. Exomoon retrieval from such a
more complex TTV-TDV figure needs to take into account the evolution
of the system.
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Fig. 7. One- and two-moon fits to the model generated data of one
moon.
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Fig. 8. One- and two-moon fits to the model generated data of two
moons.
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Fig. 9. Log-likelihood landscape of the one-moon model applied to the
simulated one-moon data. Lighter areas indicate regions of high prob-
ability and the red cross indicates the true parameter values. One can
clearly see a degeneracy between as1 and Ms1 in the form of a curved
plateau in the bottom right portion of the plot.
Appendix A: Higher-order MMRs
In the following, we present a gallery of TTV-TDV diagrams for
planets with up to five moons in a chain of MMRs. This collec-
tion is complete in terms of the possible MMRs. In each case, a
Jupiter-mass planet around a Sun-like star is assumed. All moon
masses are equal to that of Ganymede. The innermost satellite is
placed in a circular orbit at an Io-like semimajor axis (as1) with
an orbital mean motion ns1 around the planet. The outer moons,
with orbital mean motions nsi (where 2 ≤ i ≤ 5), were subse-
quently placed in orbits asi = as1(ns1/nsi)2/3 corresponding to
the respective MMR.
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Fig. 10. Log-likelihood landscape of the two-moon model applied to simulated two-moon data. Lighter areas indicate regions of better fits. The
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Fig. A.1. TTV-TDV diagrams of planets with two moons in MMRs.
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Fig. A.2. TTV-TDV diagrams of planets with three moons in MMRs.
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Fig. A.2. (continued)
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Fig. A.3. TTV-TDV diagrams of planets with four moons in MMRs.
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Fig. A.4. TTV-TDV diagram of a planets with five moons in MMRs.
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